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Abstract
The field of information retrieval (IR) traditionally addressed the problem of
retrieving text documents from large collections by full-text indexing of
words. It has always been characterised by a strong focus on evaluation to
compare the performance of alternative designs. The emergence into
widespread use both of multimedia and of interactive user interfaces has
extensive implications for this field and the evaluation methods on which it
depends. This paper discusses what we currently understand about those
implications. The “system” being measured must be expanded to include
the human users, whose behaviour has a large effect on overall retrieval
success, which now depends upon sessions of many retrieval cycles, rather
than a single transaction. Multimedia raise issues not only of how users
might specify a query in the same medium (e.g. sketch the kind of picture
they want), but of cross-medium retrieval. Current explorations in IR
evaluation show diversity along at least two dimensions. One is that between
comprehensive models that have a place for every possible relevant factor, and
lightweight methods. The other is that between highly standardised
workbench tests avoiding human users vs. workplace studies.
Introduction
The field of information retrieval (IR) began in the late 1960s, addressing the problem of
retrieving text documents from large collections, by computer, based on full-text indexing
of words. It has always been characterised by a focus on evaluation: on methods of
measuring retrieval performance, traditionally just the performance of the software
engines. This dominates how most research is now done and reported, but probably stems
from the peculiar problem of not being able to judge the quality of any retrieval by simple
inspection of the results: you can only judge them if you have extensive knowledge of
what might have been retrieved by that query on that collection (using a perfect engine)
and that is inherently expensive information to acquire, requiring a much more systematic
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and formal approach to evaluating test results. The emergence into widespread use both of
multimedia rather than only text documents, and of interactive user interfaces has extensive
implications for this field and the evaluation methods on which it depends which are far
from being worked out. This paper discusses what we currently understand about those
implications. Although the views developed here are those of the authors, they have been
extensively informed by the activities and participants of the MIRA working group, which
was set up by the Commission of the European Union to study these problems (1, 2, 3).
These in turn reflect a growing awareness in the IR community as a whole of the
challenges implied by these technical developments.
IR typically deals with large datasets (“document collections”). Although initially
developed as a method for matching users’ information needs with abstracts of academic
papers, IR software has expanded to cover massive collections of text (the latest
benchmark test environment contains roughly 2 gigabytes of uncompressed text
comprising around 1 million documents). Furthermore, the texts are now taken from a
wide range of sources, for example full academic papers, full newspaper articles, television
news broadcast transcripts, literature and personal papers. Retrieval is based on matching
documents to words entered as a query. Internet search engines are probably the first
exposure most users currently have to the kind of service (and interface) offered by
information retrieval techniques. Although based around standard techniques, these
engines perform significantly more poorly than the best laboratory engines at matching
relevant documents, but succeed at meeting the unprecedented size and speed requirements
demanded of web searching. The next two sections introduce standard techniques from
IR before analysing the challenges posed to the field by recent developments. We cannot
go into details on how search engines work — the fierce competition in this area has led to
some secrecy over the techniques used — and do not have the space to go into standard IR
techniques in great detail. For a full overview of many of the techniques in IR see (4), for
a more theoretical angle see (5), and for an excellent collection of classic IR papers see (6).
An outline of Information Retrieval
In a typical IR system, the data objects are text documents such as newspaper articles or
journal papers. The user enters a query consisting of a number of words in the same
language as the documents. The software then returns a long list of documents that match
the query to some extent (i.e. all documents that contain at least one of the query words
somewhere), ordered by goodness of match.
IR stands in contrast to database retrieval, where the data is fully structured and retrieval is
based on queries using that structure. In IR, the data’s structure is usually ignored1 : both
the internal structure of the document (e.g. title vs. abstract vs. main text), and the structure
of the language (its syntax and semantics, word order, whether two words are in the same
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Note however that, as with almost everything we describe, there is research exploring numerous
variations to the most common approach.
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sentence or paragraph). IR software builds an index as an alternative way of accessing the
documents. This increases the total size of the data significantly (normally by at least
30%) but precomputes some of the work involved in retrieval, cf. program compilation.
An important feature is the automatic creation of this index (as opposed to assignment of
keywords for each document by a human expert), which allows IR software to be
automatically applied to data not originally created for searching. A further feature of IR
is that the queries are typically made in unstructured natural language, i.e. without artificial
constructs such as AND and OR, again in contrast to database retrieval. Furthermore,
most work is focused around the idea that users will be looking for documents on a
specific topic.
The following is a typical approach to indexing for a basic IR system: extract all
individual words from the text, remove stop words (words which have no meaning when
taken out of context, e.g. “and”, “the”: see (5) Ch. 2), conflate the remaining words to
their base stem form (e.g. treat “place”, “placing” “places” as the same term (7)), and
weight words inversely to how often they occur in the collection (8) (a word that occurs in
only one document would be given a high weight so that the document that contains it is
ranked highly if the query contains that term, while a term that occurs in every document
should get zero weight since it cannot discriminate relevant from non-relevant documents).
Queries are then matched by processing the query text in a similar way and using a
scoring function that takes into account the number and weight of the matches between
query terms and their appearance in each document. This typically results in a large list of
partial matches, but, again unlike database retrieval, ordered by their score so that the best
are presented to the user first.
Much of the work in IR has focused on improving the indexing and matching algorithms
described briefly above. Techniques such as different weighting algorithms, matching
phrases as well as single words, and thesaurus expansion of query terms have all led to
measurable improvements in the ability of search engines to match the topic of the user’s
query to documents in the collection. One extremely successful technique, which relies on
user interaction, is relevance feedback (9).
When a user is presented with a list of suggested documents, relevance feedback systems
provide the opportunity for the user to mark which of the documents are actually relevant
to their information need. This information is then used to produce a revised list of
documents which reflect both the initial query and the marked relevant documents. (The
software selects words from the marked documents and composes a new query by adding
and reweighting terms.) Although a conceptually simple technique, relevance feedback is
very powerful because it is a way for the user to give more information to the system on
what kind of documents are likely to satisfy his or her information need simply by
pointing to documents — objects that are meaningful to both human and software —
without having to think about what terms (words) are both used in the desired documents
and are likely to discriminate them from non-relevant documents.
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Evaluation in textual IR
Given the above description of information retrieval, how can we evaluate how good an
engine is at finding documents which the user considers relevant? The most common
measures used are precision and recall. Precision measures the fraction of the retrieved
documents which are in fact relevant to the user’s information need (so high precision
means few unwanted documents are suggested), and recall measures the fraction of those
documents the user would consider relevant which were actually retrieved (so low recall
means many relevant documents are missed). Obviously, the practical importance of each
of these measures varies widely with the type of task being done (e.g. contrast “find any
two examples of…” with “find all papers on…”).
The overall performance of engines is, in most work, expressed and compared in recallprecision graphs like figure 1. An ideal engine would perform at the top-right of the graph
but in practice recall and precision are usually in a tradeoff relationship, as in the typical
curves shown in the figure, where as recall rises precision falls. Thus as users go further
down the ranked list produced by a retrieval they will find more relevant documents, thus
increasing recall, but usually at the cost of an increasing proportion of non-relevant
documents, hence reducing precision. Figure 1 shows a typical recall-precision graph
comparing two retrieval engines. Engine A (the higher line at the left hand side) performs
very well for low recall (when the engine is finding a small percentage of the relevant
documents) but performs worse than the other engine when having to find more than 50%
of the relevant documents. On the other hand, engine B has lower precision for low recall
but its precision drops less for higher levels of recall.
These recall-precision graphs are the standard measure in IR. Note however, that they do
not capture some of the information you might want. For instance, you cannot extract
from these graphs (nor, therefore, from many published experiments on IR engines) what
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Figure 1: A Recall-Precision graph (fictitious data)
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recall and precision would be obtained by using, say, the first 10 documents retrieved:
something of central importance to many users and hence to designers.
These graphs are actually produced by calculating a recall-precision value pair for each
relevant document on the list generated by each retrieval being considered in the test.
Recall and precision pairs are typically averaged at ten standard recall points (0.1, 0.2, ...,
1.0) over all queries in the set. To average the value pairs, all recall values in the range, say,
0.1 ≤ r < 0.2 are considered to contribute to the 0.1 standard recall point. The precision of
this point is then calculated as the average of all precision values for recall-precision pairs
with a recall value in this range. (For more details see (5), which also explains standard
smoothing approaches.)
To plot a recall-precision graph an experimenter must have a collection of documents to
search, a collection of queries to find documents for, and a set of independently made
decisions as to which documents are “really” relevant to which queries. Constructing
such a “test collection” of documents, queries, and relevance judgements is very time
consuming for the large sets of interest to IR researchers, and open to criticisms of bias in
the judgements. Considerable efforts have been invested in building large standard test
collections: notable test collections include Cranfield (10) and TREC (11).
By creating a standard set of queries and relevance judgements, the test collection
approach has removed the end users from the evaluation loop, representing them by the
queries and judgements stored in the test collections. This may be acceptable when the
search techniques are non-interactive and it allows fast experimentation, but it also makes it
extremely hard to evaluate the worth of interactive techniques such as user relevance
feedback, user query expansion, user term selection, and improvements in ranked list
descriptions of documents.
Expanding the concept of “system” to include the user
Information retrieval systems were initially designed to be used by intermediates in a
library setting. These trained searchers would interview a user to build up a model of their
information needs and then carry out searches at a later date — often specifying very
clearly the information (or topic) that the user was looking for. This is clearly not how
people search the Internet — users often have only a loosely formed notion of what they
are looking for when they start a session and often have very little idea of what the
collection will contain on that topic (whereas librarians often have a very good idea of the
content of the collections they are searching). This stark difference in user population
from the traditional models of IR is one of the challenges facing modern IR researchers.
As well as Internet searching, the widespread use of encyclopaedias on CD, large volume
hard disks and cheap, very fast personal computers has led to many end users with no
computing training using search engines on fairly large collections of text. Furthermore,
the speed of the engines, the spread of mouse and window user interfaces, together with
non-specialist users has made repeated exploratory retrievals the normal procedure, rather
than single carefully designed queries. The net effectiveness of a session, or at least a set
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of retrieval attempts, has become much more relevant than the performance of a single
retrieval cycle. Users typically find interesting information at many different steps in a
session which not only is used to modify their query formulations but may also modify
their goals and relevance judgements (a point made as early as 1973 (12)).
This means that to study, measure, and optimise the useful work done with an IR program,
we must measure the retrieval done by an interactive user over a set of retrieval cycles.
This will depend partly upon the software, but also partly upon what the user does. The
“system” being studied is not the function computed by one call on the retrieval engine,
but the combined human-computer interaction over as many cycles as the user is observed
to initiate in the course of one task. This redefinition of “system” affects how evaluation
must be done, what measures can be used to compare designs, and of course the designs
themselves. For instance, features of the user interface may prompt users to formulate
better or poorer queries, to try more or fewer cycles (perhaps stopping before the best
retrieval has been achieved), and so on. The quality of a single retrieval cycle may be
relatively unimportant in determining whether the session converges on a high quality final
outcome. Instead, software features that have been observed to prevent users noticing how
a document is relevant (by failing to scroll forward to the parts where the required terms
occur), or that it is relevant at all (by using “surrogate” summaries in the ordered list that
fail to communicate its relevance to the user and so lead to them not opening the document
at all) often have a bigger effect on how well the overall task is performed than the
engine’s matching algorithm.
New Evaluation models for IR
At first sight, this redefinition of the system to be designed and measured might not seem
to require much change to the evaluation method. Simply set the user the retrieval task,
take what they finally select at the end of a session as the result, and again consult the
stored “answers” in a test collection in order to measure the combined performance. In
addition, direct observation of the users (for instance, by think aloud protocols) would
yield useful formative information about how user interface features affect performance
and could be improved. However, things are not so simple as has been pointed out
periodically and with increasing frequency (12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17) and has begun to be
addressed by the interactive track of TREC (18)
The first problem is that of how to “set the user the retrieval task”. In test collections,
these are often specified by the query that would be typed directly into the software. But
the formulation of that query, given a goal in the user’s mind, is one of the major steps in
the overall task, and it strongly affects the outcome. For instance, when we have observed
school children doing a task such as finding the date the Queen was crowned from a
newspaper archive, it has had a large effect whether the task was specified as “What date
was the Queen’s coronation?” as opposed to “When did Elizabeth II become queen?”,
since the documents are more likely to contain “coronation” than “become queen”. The
latter form of the task specification would be a harder test of the user plus supporting
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software features such as a thesaurus to help users reformulate queries. Consequently in
many cases test collections would have to be rebuilt with search tasks specified in more
realistic ways; and furthermore should be backed by other studies of what tasks occur in
actual work places, and in what forms. Pia Borlund (19) is currently researching the use
of “simulated work tasks” as a way of addressing this problem.
However this would still only address those tasks where the user begins with a definite
and articulated retrieval task (“information need”). But only a little observation of real
users shows that a lot of retrieval concerns browsing, not just as a method but as a type of
goal where the user just looks for something “interesting”, not something definitely
known in advance. Many uses of the WWW (World Wide Web) are examples of this.
For instance you might look up someone’s web page, not to retrieve a definite fact such as
their fax number, but to see if they had anything interesting there, and end up printing out
a paper. You might tell an evaluator that this was a highly satisfactory result, but it could
not be measured against a panel’s agreement about which were all the documents of
interest to you personally that you might have found given better software.
A first need in this area, then, is to establish better concepts to use as “discussion tools”.
How shall we think of user tasks, needs, goals and queries? Thomas Green (20) argues
for the importance of discussion tools in related areas such as human computer interaction
(HCI) and the design of programming languages. The same doubtless applies in IR.
The next need is to introduce some HCI type evaluations to the IR field. There have
already been a number of user studies of information retrieval software (e.g. 21, 22), often
published in the HCI rather than IR literature. These need to become a standard
component of IR research.
Rasmussen and his collaborators have developed a comprehensive framework of the
issues in human-machine-work interactions that can be used to guide evaluation (23, 24).
It covers a wide spectrum of evaluation from low level issues such as the user noticing and
understanding the output from an interaction through to measuring how the IR system has
helped them achieve their work goals. Figure 2 shows the model as a set of concentric
layers. Many of the layers relate to traditional elements of evaluation in HCI work.
However, a difference in the evaluation of IR systems is the linking of interface design
evaluation with the performance of the underlying IR engine, whereas the design of the
interface of a word processor, say, may require a lot of improvements but there is little
need to measure the accuracy of the word storage facilities.
In contrast to that complex framework, Harper & Hendry presented the notion of
Evaluation Light (25): concentrating on using very focused small experiments to answer
constrained questions concerning users’ interaction with IR systems. This is similar in
spirit to Andrew Monk’s work on lightweight HCI evaluation techniques (26). Another
possible lightweight technique in IR is to use limited user modelling combined with the
test collection approach (27). Harper’s framework includes a series of rules of thumb,
such as:
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Figure 2: Rasmussen, Pejtersen and Goodstein’s framework

• Evaluate using small, controlled, tasks directed at evaluating a given claim or
hypothesis;
• Break down a large hypothesis or design conjecture into discrete, smaller
hypotheses or conjectures;
• Know your intended users, and brief test users accordingly;
• Use other people’s results where possible.
The framework indicated in figure 2 – a “heavy” evaluation approach – claims to be
comprehensive and to apply to all human-machine interaction from nuclear power stations
to work processors. “Light” approaches concentrate on maximising useful data
gathering that guides improvements to software design in a short timeframe, compatible
with the small resources that are all that are allocated in many cases. Clearly this is a good
starting point for changing IR design practices – to aim first for large benefits for small
costs. However equally clearly, such a “light” – i.e. cheap but best-first – approach could
not claim to be comprehensive.
Multimedia information retrieval
So far we have only discussed matching textual documents to textual queries. A whole
new set of challenges are introduced for the design of suitable interfaces, algorithms and
evaluation methods for non-textual collections such as images, video or mixed media.
Over the last few years the spread of digitisation equipment and very large capacity disks
have led to many large collections of images being stored on-line. These range from
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massive collections of photographs held by photographic supply bureaux through large
collections of photographed paintings held in art gallery collections to personal collections
of snaps held either on Photo-CD or as the output of digital cameras. How do we access
these image collections? There are, broadly, two approaches: querying text associated with
the images, or supporting direct querying of intrinsic image properties such as colour.
Thus, one approach is to use traditional meta-tag indexing to provide access to the image
by attributes such as photographer, date of photograph and similar external information.
To access the content of the images, we could add a set of keywords (“meta-tags”) to
each image. In this way, textual queries are used to retrieve non-textual documents: crossmedium retrieval. While this could be regarded as cheating, it is actually important and in
fact essential in some work domains: for instance, in the art world where retrieving by
artist and picture title is required all the time. (Having to sketch the artist in order to
retrieve paintings by Rembrandt is not what these users need.) On the other hand it is not
only slow to create the keyword indexing, but it suffers from the same consistency
problems that led to the development of automatic indexing approaches for textual
documents.
A second use of associated textual descriptions is to index text which already exists and is,
somehow, related to the image (e.g. 28, 29, 30), which avoids the problem of a human
having to create text just to make the images indexable. For example in web-based art
collections there is usually considerable textual descriptions surrounding images which
not only can be used to describe the images (31) but is also likely to be of a nature that
would support art historians searching these collections.
The alternative to using text in any form is to analyse the content of the image but this
leads to a multitude of problems: high level attributes are very hard to extract, low level
attributes may bear little resemblance to items users would wish to search for and, whether
we are indexing high or low level attributes, there is a much wider set of possible relevance
relationships for images than for texts. Most image search systems currently use
techniques such as colour histogram and texture matching (32, 33, 34) between query and
document images, possibly in combination with main object shape detection. While these
approaches have shown considerable success in finding images which are visually similar
to each other, it is extremely hard to move away from this visual similarity to a more
semantic matching: there are only a limited number of tasks in which you are looking for
an image and know the texture and colours of the matching set.
For text IR, attention has been focused, mostly subconsciously, on two assumed tasks:
academics searching for research papers or journalists searching newspaper archives.
These tasks are both purely about topic matching and disregard many attributes of
relevance (e.g. Fidel (35) worked with Boeing and discovered relevance criteria such as the
user having influence over the issues the document raised). While these assumptions are
strong, users can often succeed in using a text-IR system despite their limitations. With
images, however, it is even less clear what the real user tasks would be and there may be a
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much wider range of tasks to be supported by the same image collection.
An important avenue to investigate to address this problem is the use of relevance feedback
versus explicit user queries. In relevance feedback, users inspect items retrieved by an
earlier query or even by a random retrieval, and mark them as relevant or not (good or bad
with respect to the user’s real goal); the software then reformulates the next query tacitly
by using whatever hidden attributes those items have, without the user ever having to know
or express or recognise those attributes. It may be that IR systems for images can succeed
using this technique, exploiting peoples ability to scan images very quickly. Certainly it
avoids the need for inventing an image query language that the user has to input, such as
sketching the kind of picture wanted.
Some general problems raised by multimedia retrieval may in fact be reflected in the text
domain when multi-lingual IR is considered. Firstly, it is not entirely clear how well IR
techniques generalise to languages other than English, which has an unusually large
vocabulary and a relatively low reliance on surface syntax which suits the standard IR
technique of ignoring syntactic structure and distinguishing (only) word-stems. Secondly,
cross-language retrieval (e.g. 36) is like cross-medium retrieval (query in one language to
retrieve documents in another). This is important in practice for instance in Switzerland,
which has four official languages, and although government officials may be able to read
all four, they typically will be able to compose queries most fluently in one while needing
to retrieve all documents in any language that match the query’s meaning.
The above discussion concentrated on image retrieval, but the points made will apply again
to each new medium considered (e.g. speech retrieval). True multimedia retrieval will then
further raise the importance of cross-medium retrieval.
Workplace studies
Field studies of how IR is used in real work are particularly important as we face the
problems posed by the new horizons in IR. For instance, a study of a commercial image
bureau showed, among other things, that in this business at least, image retrieval is done by
text queries not because that is the only thing current technology supports (a “cheat”) but
because that is how the customer specifies what they want, and thinks about what they
want. Similarly, as mentioned above, they can uncover kinds of relevance that IR engines,
so far, have almost no way of representing. As new approaches to IR evaluation worry
about what kinds of user task (information needs) really exist and really matter in practice,
workplace studies can collect them. Studying new classes of IR user, for instance WWW
users or school children (1), shows how these users do not come with any prior search
skills at all (for instance the idea of paraphrasing the task into terms more likely to occur
in the target collection): success of IR software here will depend either on having the
interface communicate such skills or else by avoiding the need for them altogether (e.g. by
relying on relevance feedback as the main user input mechanism).
Workplace studies are expensive to do, as they absorb many hours of investigator time,
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although they are invaluable for the above reasons. Their expense however means that
they will not replace other kinds of study. Thus HCI studies in which participants
representing users are invited in to use software will retain a place in IR evaluation e.g. for
rapid improvement of the user interface. It is likely too that the benchmark style of study
using recall and precision will retain some place. Combinations may become important
too: for instance, inviting participants into the lab not to use the whole program but to test a
small part of it against benchmark measures. For instance, one subtask users of most IR
software have to do is to select from the ordered list returned which items they wish to
“open” and inspect further: clearly if they never look at an item it will not be one of those
ending up as a product of the session. This selection is based on “surrogates”: the short
(often one line) descriptions of each item shown on the lists. Such lists can be tested
alone with users using focused experiments (37).
Future directions
Future work will be characterised by attempts to explore basic tensions in direction. One
is the tension between highly standardised workbench tests using precision and recall and
no human users (fast and highly comparable with the work of others thus good for
competitions, but with doubtful relevance to any real work applications) vs. workplace
studies (highly valid, but expensive and of doubtful comparability with each other).
Another is the tension between comprehensive evaluation using the Rasmussen et al.
framework exhaustively vs. lightweight techniques that are affordable in practice. One of
the main directions in which we must hope for progress and certainly expect substantial
efforts is that of characterising, and measuring performance with respect to, other types of
user task than those specified by explicit pre-given queries. If evaluation is to correspond
to large amounts of current retrieval in practice, it must find a way of measuring how well a
retrieval session went with respect to “browsing” goals of just looking for something
interesting, as well as looking for a “nice” or “novel” or “beautiful” picture.
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